Supply List for Students in Grades 7-12
Each student in grades 7-12 is required to have a Chromebook Laptop. Students will use laptops to interact with teachers,
complete and turn in assignments, etc. To allow us to enforce internet security, students MUST have a Chromebook.
These are very affordable laptops with prices starting a little over $100. See link below for this option offered on
Walmart.com:
https://www.walmart.com/ip/Dell-Chromebook-11-6-Celeron-N2840-4-GB-RAM-16-GB-SSD-English-Refurbished/4436306
6
Google Chromebook (VCS will not be liable for damage sustained to laptops, loss of laptop, etc. VCS recommends purchasing a warranty.)
4 Packages white copy paper (Bring to school)
1 Large GermX (Bring to school)
1 Lysol Wipe (Bring to school)
Highlighters*
Pens (blue, black and red) and Pencils (mechanical or traditional) * Personal-sized pencil sharpener if buying traditional
pencils

College-ruled paper *
Graphing Paper for High School Math (Grade 10-12) *
1 College Rule Composition Notebooks (Required for Old Testament)
Colored Pencils (Required for All History Classes)
5 Pack of 3x3 Sticky Notes (Required for most Language/Literature Classes)
Index Cards (Used in most classes as a study tool)
Calculator (Algebra 2 and Precalculus require a graphing calculator with trig functions.)
Bible (ESV)
Any Other Course-Specific Items will be announced in Classes the first week of school.
All students grade 7-12 will be assigned a locker at the beginning of the year. In grades 7-12 students MUST be
organized in a way that makes assignments easy to access, complete and turn in for credit. As a school, we have listed
suggestions b
 elow that will help students achieve this. The items below are a suggestion by our teachers to help students
keep organized. You are welcome to include other items that will help your student:
Trapper Keeper with dividers and paper for each subject.
1” Binder per subject is also a good option.
*Items in which students/parents are responsible for providing throughout the year. Students may need to replenish these
supplies. Teachers will not supply these items to students.

